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Indifference to Poetry Statement

Agreeing with Borges, I find poetry beyond the printed word – it is a
psychogeographical creation substantiated by emotion. While not indifferent to
the reception of poetry, I am certainly indifferent to the formal qualification and
creation of poetry as it has surely manifested itself within the actions of many
people who may choose to call themselves poets, some of which may have
submitted to this publication. Thus, to the particular conception of poetry as a
published, formal art form: I am indifferent.

~ Thomas Evans
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Symbol by Symbol

Ahoy sweet sailor, a dalliance is on my mind. If you
can be of sound body and
mind. Then we can find time, to hide behind the rhyme. Semantically-

inclined to lie between the lines-the truth cleverly buried, like our
valiant crimes. Approaching dawn with little sleep, but lots of fight.

Eyes so big.
Eyes so bright.

Truncheons hailed into the storm; ash reveals our
perfect form.

~ Tarik Linthicum

Tarik Linthicum is a writer from Philadelphia.
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Disney Postcard at Christmas

Voilà perfection! Such happy cheeks, this quartet posing outside Blue Ribbon
Bakery on Main Street. See how Daddy and Mommy frame their little angels? The
angels flank Minnie Mouse. I remember when Mommy had an affair with a co-
worker and Daddy visited a strip joint to pout.

I like Daddy’s panama hat. His angels have hats too. The girl angel clutches a vinyl
handbag. The boy angel has palms pressed, as if praying. Mommy wears a
muumuu and a checkered bow in her hair. Daddy and Mommy look stiff, as if
pretending to be walls.

I appreciate the exclamation points in the message, and the admission (I’m sure
that’s Mommy’s cursive) their photo was snapped during a heat wave in August.
You’d never know it wasn’t December, judging by the joyful eyes, jolly smiles, and
teeth bright as holiday snow.

~ Kirby Wright

Kirby Wright was born and raised in Honolulu, Hawaii. He received his MFA in Creative Writing from San
Francisco State University. Wright has been nominated for four Pushcart Prizes and is a past recipient of
the Ann Fields Poetry Prize, the Academy of American Poets Award, the Browning Society Award for
Dramatic Monologue, and Arts Council Silicon Valley Fellowships in Poetry and The Novel.
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from "Flight of August"

1.

Enigmatic beach, the waves overcome with severed limbs
step wooden plank the knocking,

the knocking, seagulls suck worms from the bottle,
skylight orange, fragrant fisherman’s bucket

knocked to the sand. Cotton-candy three days old in a coat pocket,
zip-tied telephone lines: a trap to lure a bird/meal. The oceanic

travelers, out of materiality, dock to pillage,
dock to fetch quench, beacon old buildings.

a seagull, a man
hiding under the floor boards,

watching, a rat trapped by his feet
still breathing.

2.
Reach for the sickle

hide the wine. It won’t be long
before the bandits arrive. Shutters on windows,
the rattling, rattling
stampedes of ice down

wooden peaks. city on fire; cornfield frozen

dryness in your throat. What occurs
when sun hides in hail? A mouse crawls
across rafter beams, catch it, catch it

before it vanishes into the snow-filled out.

~Lawrence Eby

Lawrence Eby writes from Southern California and is currently an MFA student at CSUSB. His work has
appeared or is forthcoming in The Wild Lemon Project, Poetry Quarterly, Aperçus Quarterly, Superstition
Review, as well as others. He is a founding member of PoetrIE, an Inland Empire based literary
community, and founder of Orange Monkey Publishing. http://larryeby.com/

http://larryeby.com/
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17.

Somebody is driving back and forth,
totally lost outside the labor force—
no surprise in this economy.
From the very beginning his approach
worked perfectly, a comforting thought
that helped people solve their budgets.
With a government grant secured,
he based his interpretation on locale,
in essence merging unwieldy devices
with tours of the Federal Reserve.
But now he has no miracles,
nothing to add to the proliferation
of arcane economic concepts—
only a vague idea of detours.

~Thomas Cochran

Thomas Cochran was raised in Haynesville, Louisiana. He is the author of two novels, Roughnecks
(Harcourt) and Running the Dogs (Farrar, Straus & Giroux). Non-fiction and poetry have appeared under
his name in Oxford American, Rattle, Gray's Sporting Journal, and other periodicals. He currently lives
with his wife on some acres in rural northwest Arkansas.
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Classless Society

Suits, ties, collars, cases, well-worn wingtips, tennis shoes, pastel tops, flip flops,
pearls, a pearl grey blazer, pumps, nylons, open toes, khaki pants, a blue button
up, a printed dress, a sweater set, a Kate Spade bag, white shoes, white slacks,
white hair up in a twist, jeans, sweatpants, during the daytime, downtown, a
shopping cart, a military bag, yellow skin, matted hair, a flower, a smile, a
cardboard sign, just trying to get home.

~Mira Martin-Parker

Mira Martin-Parker's work has appeared in various publications, including the Istanbul Literary Review,
North Dakota Quarterly, Mythium, and Zyzzyva
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At the Station

Marching footsteps plod up concrete steps.
Oxford leather claps as worn soles dully mark the grey
and new ones pound with ease.
Squared high heels
as horseshoes
trotter.
Flat-footed winter boots scuffle like a hand rubbing against suede.
Sneakers make the lightest tap.
And miniature soles,
medley of colors,
pitter-patter.

~Catori Sarmiento

Catori Sarmiento has contributed fiction to Nothing. No One. Nowhere., and is a featured author in the
winter 2012 edition of Crossed Out Magazine. She has contributed non-fiction to Her Kind and This
Boundless World. Ms. Sarmiento is an English and Writing Professor at Central Texas College, Pacific Far
East Campus in Tokyo, Japan. Her author website is found at catorisarmiento.com

http://catorisarmiento.com/
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Intersection

The stems of your wire glasses twisted like sinew on the asphalt.
When the traffic cleared I hopscotched through the yellow and held
their stained glass in my hands.

“I risked my life to save your glasses,” I said, because
they weren’t just glasses, they were portals,

the rippling blue of river surfaces, fingertip-trailed and tasting of pebbles,
windows to the 97th floor where people slide
with socks on, skidding on the gray and grimy city steel
of the rooftop, slick with rain-

portals that were just the lenses of your glasses
when I found them, shattered, on the street.

Last night, we tossed lit matches from our window,
watched them sparkle and burn against the night, and I imagined the sky
an ocean,
the matches flicked on the waves like bioluminescence.
Your eyes were closed – I thought it was the glass that blinded you.

Now your glasses are broken and the sky
is dark but not in the same way, and your glasses are just glasses, not portals,
with stems limp like a straw, sprawled doll.

~Rachel Stone
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Because I've Never Wanted The Wanting Less Than Love

Lurching toward seashore
arms sand, lips coal and rimmed
in calcium.
They stagger like
dinner guests gasping for rooftops, rising
like I always imagined the holy
could, levitating from pews clutching
Hebrew hymnals into the vortex of godlike plaster—
They want it
because their city is burning or
they felt they were drowning,
wanted to see for sure.
They billow in blue
despite the stones in their pockets,
when the sea swallows itself
and they are left with the taste
of salt on their tongues.

~Rachel Stone

Rachel Stone has been published in A Clean, Well-Lighted Place, Polyphony HS and scissors and spackle
literary magazines. She currently lives in Chicago.
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Lovers’ Talk

We’d become close sharing the
Inner closets of our
crepuscular selves.

We took many walks into the world
keeping an eye out, keeping our
lusts hot and ready.

Sometimes at night by the surf
under the grinning moon
Anne told me the inner secrets.

Listen for the slumbering genie
inside the apple, the orange
she said.

Peel off your best persona and
listen for its groans,
its purchase of folly,

all that hot butter slopping
around on the rim,
all that ooze of you.

Look at yourself naked in an
oval mirror she said. Measure
your chances for flight, for

escape through the brazen glass
to the better world always
just behind.

Take long swims in the pond
searching for the dead below,
the ones with golden earrings

and bony chuckles on their
missing lips, she said.
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But above all decide once and

forever what to do about the
world, whether to wrap it in
ribbons and mail it off

or cut it into small slices
and eat, eat remembering
nothing.

~Doug Bolling

Doug Bolling's poetry has appeared widely in literary magazines including Blueline, Cider Press Review,
the single hound, Toasted Cheese, Marginalia, Slipstream, Poetalk, Basalt and Bluestem among others.
He has received three Pushcart Prize nominations, and currently resides outside Chicago in Flossmoor,
Illinois.
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The Mirror of Night

Starlit sky above
blazing

black oil;
half painted glittering

lights in the vast
empty.

~Joe Nicholas

Joe Nicholas is a current Psychology major at Champlain College. He is a self described broccoli and cat
enthusiast.
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Whiter Than Pale
After Keith Reid and Gary Brooker

Status Quo detained me
at the Eucharist line of bliss and decadence,
we bowed at the coffee table altar
Virgins and prostitutes mixing
in mutual admiration
crossing hearts and capillaries
inhaling with Pentecostal passion.

An Angel's hand grasped my arm
but quickly let go,
gasps and palpitations synchronized
in rapid-eye prayer;
with a heavenward glance
her face went pale then white,
absorbing into the shag,
she spouted disjointed terror
shivering with delusions of saints
fearing flames of eternity.

Red lights flashed the door step
like stained cathedral glass,
the gurney clattered, cop radios squelched,
body bag zipper stuck;
witnesses murmured incantations and lies
too many scrambled minds
telling the passion story
of a 17-year-old girl's assumption.

~Jerry Garcia

Jerry Garcia is a poet, photographer and filmmaker from Los Angeles who earns his living as a producer
of television commercials and motion picture previews. He has been a co-director of the Valley
Contemporary Poets and served as a member of Beyond Baroque’s Board of Trustees. His poetry and
photography have appeared in The San Pedro River Review, poetic diversity, Chaparral, The Chiron
Review, among others.
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We Are All Women

In the private dusk of human glory there will be a name for us
It will be female
Our forms, shapes, contours, breadth and measure within and without will be full as the
lactation of an orphaned mother beside a needful fugitive from the womb of man
The egg of her bread will bleed with a truth

Unknown to the ear’s steaming follicles of physical survival through birth
In the imagination of animal wonder
A cloaked leader will reform the mammalian brain and relearn the effect of a once
piercing call
To flood mindless blessings into wishful children before sleep

By the unchained masculine form, a beauty shall seed our nude beliefs in the softness of a
forsaken tragic moon
Where the waling efforts of mankind forego the final trails of their dead ancestral
modernity
Beleaguered and led to strive painfully in the engrossed swollen poverty of a neglectful
lusting

A following arises in the muck of a shameless praise:
That the hooded insanity of a skeletal mind be claimed by the ruthless martyrs of
matriarchal destiny
Ever since Cretan ideals landed upon the growing belly of a de-populated Earth

We panic with a loveless greed for fertility in the proud, delicate soil beneath the
matchstick toes of working men
Scrambling up to the high ground of a trillion individual wars fought everyday
In between broken, brown-skinned hands
Failing to lighten their local touch upon the barefoot earth with a human providence

Still, the identity of feminine life wills our wealth to Her nameless feet
As a warning, toxic and lunging
Yet, towards the overhanging fruit beyond the cliff-side air
Our families descend at length until death calls us coldly down our lonesome paths

Uniting our inner opposites in the secrecy of mind’s own diligent work
We prophesy a channel of common behavior beyond vulgar sex & profanity

~Rusty Kjarvik

Rusty Kjarvik is an emerging writer, world music percussionist and artist. His poetry has been accepted in
various online and print publications including 3:AM Magazine, The Body Electric Anthology, ditch, and Marco
Polo Arts Magazine. He lives in Calgary, Alberta where he blogs at http://www.rkjarvik.blogspot.com.

http://www.rkjarvik.blogspot.com/
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Behind the Choices

Each poem has been selected on the basis of a common criterion: that which was
not said within the poem has often been the decisive factor in the selection of a
poem. Throughout the selection process (or throughout a thorough reading of any
material whatsoever), it occasionally occurs that the reader is figuratively
equivalent with Odysseus, his interaction with the text a spatial odyssey in which,
intensely alive and much like the mythical figure of Odysseus himself, one engaged
is timeless. As such, each poem has been selected with, one might say, the
memory of Penelope’s caress firmly in mind – that is, the aesthetic/ethical
sensibilities engendered by a specific reading – an event, an environmental
interaction, or an “episode” – as the ultimate source of judgment. Each poem
present within this issue is present strictly as a consequence of the fact that in it a
significant sensibility – be it a perception, infused affectation, or any other
directorial sculpting of the invaginated Odysseus – offered itself, made itself plainly
and violently known, and, in all instances, purely impaled itself upon the monolith
of poetic presence, obliterating the pixelation of an otherwise meaningless vacuum
so as to form from the remnants of these subsequently scattered fragmentations
of Existence a depth – a meaning born of meaninglessness. Such is Life, and such is
the experience that awaits the thinking reader.

Beyond mere editorial justifications, the particular method of selection employed
is emblematic of other various Odyssean parallels. Chiefly, that the individual
nature of any odyssey is just that – it is an individual composition, characteristically
unique to the individual's experience of his/her environment, to his/her
participation within a programmed teaching machine. In short, an odyssey is an
autonomous and universally differentiated experience that is ultimately one text.
As it is, the resonance precluding the selection of a poem is an individual
resonance – the inception and reception of a reverberation exclusive to my
Existence. Furthermore, it is precisely this resonance that embodies the
emphatically aforementioned “absence” of a poem as criterion (such a criterion
substantiating all the selections at hand).

Having addressed my personal process of selection, I would very much like to
thank all of the submitting poets for their contributions. Your poetry, of which I
have observed no more than an all-too-circumscribed snippet, is wonderful (and in
all simplicity, hence its’ selection). Do not stop.

~Thomas Evans


